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Abstract
Here, we present an adaptation of restriction-site-associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq) to the Illumina HiSeq2000
technology that we used to produce SNP markers in very large quantities at low cost per unit in the R
eunion grey
white-eye (Zosterops borbonicus), a nonmodel passerine bird species with no reference genome. We sequenced a set
of six pools of 18–25 individuals using a single sequencing lane. This allowed us to build around 600 000 contigs,
among which at least 386 000 could be mapped to the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) genome. This yielded more
than 80 000 SNPs that could be mapped unambiguously and are evenly distributed across the genome. Thus, our
approach provides a good illustration of the high potential of paired-end RAD sequencing of pooled DNA samples
combined with comparative assembly to the zebra finch genome to build large contigs and characterize vast numbers
of informative SNPs in nonmodel passerine bird species in a very efficient and cost-effective way.
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Introduction
The rapid development of new sequencing technologies
has brought much hope to identify the allelic variants
that underlie phenotypic variation and divergence in
natural populations of nonmodel species (Davey et al.
2011; Radwan & Babik 2012; but see Bierne et al. 2011;
Rockman 2012; Travisano & Shaw 2013). However,
unravelling the molecular causes of phenotypic changes,
reconstructing the demographic histories of multiple
populations or quantifying fine-scale gene flow require
genome-wide sequence data from multiple individuals,
something which remains difficult to achieve for most
nonmodel species. Strategies based on genome reduction
are thus of great interest when attempting to link genetic
and phenotypic variants, as they can provide substantial
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population genomic data for a large number of individuals at a reasonable cost (Davey et al. 2011).
The first protocols of genome reduction have included
the development of Reduced Representation Libraries
(RRLs) or RNA sequencing (Altshuler et al. 2000; Wang
et al. 2009). One problem with the RRL approach is that
it usually requires extensive testing prior to identifying
orthologous single-copy loci that can be compared
between different individuals or populations (van
Tassell et al. 2008; van Bers et al. 2010). RNA sequencing
can yield much information about coding mutations and
relative expression levels, especially in combination with
other approaches (Wang et al. 2009; Hawkins et al. 2010).
However, it can be difficult to implement in nonmodel
organisms because obtaining and preserving RNA can
be challenging, especially in field conditions. It also
excludes noncoding regions that can be of interest.
In this context, Restriction-site-Associated DNA
sequencing or RAD sequencing has become a method of
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choice for high-density single-nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) discovery and genotyping across many individuals in many populations (Davey & Blaxter 2010). RAD
sequencing allows reducing genome complexity by
sequencing the same loci across the genome in several
individuals, facilitating among-individual comparisons
and limiting sequencing investment. The approach consists in cleaving double-stranded genomic DNA with a
restriction enzyme chosen to obtain an appropriate
sequencing depth. Then, DNA fragments are randomly
sheared to a specific length that varies depending on
which next-generation sequencing (NGS) platform is
used. Using specific adapters, it is thus possible to selectively amplify the regions flanking the restriction sites.
Paired-end reads for each RAD tag can then be assembled into long contiguous sequences (Hohenlohe et al.
2011). While RAD sequencing was initially designed for
microarray (Miller et al. 2007), it has been quickly
adapted to NGS technology (Baird et al. 2008) and has
opened up a wide range of applications in evolutionary
genomics (e.g. Emerson et al. 2010; Gagnaire et al. 2012;
Hess et al. 2012; Keller et al. 2012; Takahashi et al. 2012;
Wang et al. 2012), most notably in species that have a
reference genome.
Here, we present an efficient and cost-effective protocol for developing RAD markers by adapting previous protocols (Baird et al. 2008) to the Illumina
Hiseq2000 technology, which allows the sequencing of
150 to 180 million paired-end reads per lane for a
reduced price per base pair, compared with the 40 million produced by a Genome Analyzer IIx. Technological
advances now allow sequencing at substantial depth
tens to hundreds of libraries per sequencer run (Davey
& Blaxter 2010) and have been shown to be of interest
in most recent studies using RAD sequencing (Davey
et al. 2012; Keller et al. 2012; Peterson et al. 2012;
Wagner et al. 2013).
The present study aimed at generating a very large
number of SNP markers in a small passerine bird endemic to Reunion (Mascarene Islands, southwestern Indian
Ocean), the Reunion grey white-eye (Zosterops borbonicus). To deal with small genomic DNA quantities that
are typically obtained from field-collected blood samples, while estimating allele frequencies at a genomewide scale and keeping cost as low as possible, we
sequenced multiple libraries, each corresponding to
pools of individuals. Pooling has been shown to be a
very cost-effective approach to estimate allele frequencies at a large number of SNPs for many individuals in
multiple populations (Futschik & Schl€
otterer 2010), when
using whole genome sequencing (Kolaczkowski et al.
2011; Turner et al. 2011; Boitard et al. 2012) or reduced
representation libraries (van Tassell et al. 2008; PerezEnciso & Ferretti 2010). Combining pooling and reduced

representation is thus an affordable way to obtain a large
number of informative SNPs.
Because information about distribution of SNPs
across the genome is important for further population
genomic analyses, mapping contigs to a reference genome remains critical. By taking advantage of the high
degree of genome stability in birds (Backstr€
om et al.
2008; Griffin et al. 2008; Warren et al. 2010), we were able
to build and map white-eye contigs to the zebra finch
(Taeniopygia guttata) genome (Warren et al. 2010). In this
note, we describe our protocol from library construction
to contig mapping, with an emphasis on how to fully use
information from paired-end reads, and evaluate its performance with regard to mass-producing SNP markers
in our study species.

Methods
Library construction
DNA was extracted from individual blood samples using
the QIAGEN DNeasyâ Blood and Tissue kit, following
manufacturer’s instructions. Six pools were prepared,
each including genomic DNA from 18 to 25 individuals
and representing two replicates with different individuals from three distinct localities (named ‘Bois Ozoux’,
‘Tevelave’ and ‘Pas de Bellecombe’). To minimize the
risk of high variance in the number of reads per individual within a pool, we assessed double-stranded DNA
concentration for each individual sample using the
Quant-iTTM dsDNA Assay Kit (Invitrogen) and made the
necessary adjustments to bring each individual DNA in
the pool to equal molar concentration. Each library was
built with equally represented samples for a total amount
of 3 lg of total genomic DNA in a final volume of 75 lL.
To prepare RAD libraries, genomic DNA was
digested with EcoRI, a widely used enzyme, cutting frequently enough so that a good coverage of the Z. borbonicus genome (around 300 000 restriction sites) could be
obtained without compromising sequencing depth per
locus. Each 75 lL-library was digested using the Promega EcoRI restriction reagents. For each reaction, 12 lL
of H buffer, 30 lL of pure water and 3 lL (36 units) of
enzyme were added (final volume: 120 lL). The reaction
mix was divided into three 40 lL aliquots, and digestion
was performed at 37 °C overnight, ending with a 20-min
deactivation step at 65 °C. The three aliquots from each
library were then progressively cooled at 4 °C and
pooled. Based on the protocol by Baird et al. (2008) and
customizing the sequences given by Illumina (oligonucleotide sequences © 2007-2012 Illumina, Inc., all rights
reserved), we built new P1 and P2 adapters compatible
with the paired-end technology currently supported by
the Illumina HiSeq2000 system (whereas the adapters by
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Baird and collaborators were designed for a previous
version of single-read technology on the Genome Analyzer IIx system). Our P1 adapter, which includes the
EcoRI restriction site, contains reverse amplification and
Illumina sequencing primer sites, as well as a six
base-long barcode sequence for sample identification,
following the design of the TruSeq indexed adapters of
Illumina (Table 1). Barcodes differed by at least four
nucleotides to avoid misidentification of samples. This
design allows the barcode to be read independently of
the two reads of the genomic insert, in contrast to previous protocols in which the barcode was read together
with the genomic fragment (e.g. Etter et al. 2011), avoiding subsequent barcode trimming from the raw reads.
Barcodes were chosen among the 24 Illumina TruSeq
Barcodes in order to be used with the Illumina TruSeq
PCR Kit and to be easily read by the HiSeq2000 during
the barcode read of the run. Our P2 adapter contains forward amplification and Illumina sequencing primer
sites, following the design of the Illumina TruSeq Universal Adapter. As previously described (Baird et al.
2008), an asymmetric design of the P2 adapter ensured
that only P1-ligated fragments could be amplified during
the final amplification step (Table 1).
For each adapter, stocks of nonannealed oligonucleotides (Table 1) were diluted at 100 lM in 19 elution buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.5). Then, the pairs of forward
and reverse oligonucleotides for each adapter were combined at 10 lM in 19 AB buffer (109 AB: 50 mM NaCl,
10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.0). Each stock of adapters was
denatured 2 min at 95 °C and slowly cooled for 45 min
at room temperature to obtain double-stranded adapters.

P1 adapters were then diluted at a final concentration of
100 nM in 19 AB buffer. P2 adapters were used at a
10 lM concentration. 40 lL ligations were performed
using the Promega High Concentration T4 DNA ligase,
adding 18 lL of T4 DNA ligase Buffer (109), 6 lL of
NaCl (500 mM) and 18 lL purified water. Salt was
added to ensure double-stranded adapters stability.
After a 15 min incubation step at room temperature,
15 lL of 100 nM P1 adapters and 30–60 units of HC T4
DNA ligase (3 lL) were added to the mix. The reaction
mix was divided into 60 lL aliquots and incubated at
22 °C for three hours, then deactivated for 10 min at
70 °C. For each library, aliquots were then pooled, purified using the QiaQuick PCR purification kit and eluted
in a final volume of 100 lL.
Fragmentation of digested DNA was performed by
sonication on a Bioruptor (Diagenode), using 10 cycles of
30 s on and 90 s off, in high mode. Control of sonication
was done by checking fragment sizes with Bioanalyzer.
Purification on Agencourt AMPure XP beads (BeckmanCoulter) was then performed, and the DNA of each
library was eluted in 25 lL Resuspension Buffer (Illumina). Fragments around 500 bp ( 150 bp) were
selected on an E-Gel system (E-Gelâ CloneWell 0.8%
SYBR SafeTM gel, Life Technologies) and retrieved in
25 lL Resuspension Buffer. Fragment end repair and
adenylation were performed using Illumina TruSeq
DNA Sample Preparation kit and guidelines. After
another AMPure purification and elution in 45 lL EB
buffer, the P2 ligation was performed by adding 5.8 lL
of T4 DNA ligase buffer (109), 5.8 lL of NaCl (500 mM),
1 lL of P2 adapter (10 lM) and 10 units of high

Table 1 Modified Illumina© adapters (a) used in this study (Oligonucleotide sequences © 2007-2012 Illumina, Inc., all rights reserved).
In the P1 oligos: underlined nucleotides correspond to the overhanging end of the EcoRI restriction products; ‘XXXXXX’ (‘YYYYYY’ for
reverse strand) refers to the index-sequence or barcode. The sequences of barcodes used are given in (b) with corresponding localities.
P2 adapter is designed to allow the amplification only of P1-linked DNA fragments. [PHO] designs the addition of a phosphate group
in 5’, * indicates the addition of a phosphorothioate bond to enhance nuclease resistance
Oligonucleotide

Sequence

(a)
P1 forward
P1 reverse
P2 forward
P2 reverse

[PHO]AATTAGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACXXXXXXATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATYYYYYYGTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT
[PHO]GATCGGAAGAGCGTCGTG
AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATC*T

Barcode

Locality

(b)
ATCACG
TTAGGC
ACTTGA
GATCAG
TAGCTT
GGCTAC

Bois Ozoux
Bois Ozoux
Tevelave
Tevelave
Pas de Bellecombe
Pas de Bellecombe

© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

Latitude (degrees)

21.198
21.198
21.169
21.169
21.217
21.217

Longitude (degrees)

Number of individuals

55.647
55.647
55.387
55.387
55.688
55.688

18
25
24
20
25
25
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concentration ligase (0.5 lL). After two other AMPure
purifications and concentration in 20 lL Resuspension
Buffer, an aliquot was kept as a control on Bioanalyzer.
An underappreciated issue of RAD sequencing concerns the amount of genomic material that is needed for
library construction because ca. 1 lg of good quality
genomic DNA is typically required per library (Baird
et al. 2008). Using the Illumina HiSeq2000 technology
requires even greater DNA quantities (3 lg per library)
in order to satisfy quality standards. While this could be
seen as an inconvenience, it makes possible to reduce the
number of PCR cycles needed to obtain usable libraries,
thereby reducing PCR amplification biases that can be
especially problematic when dealing with samples with
low DNA concentration. Thus, an enrichment step was
performed for each library, consisting in just 12 cycles of
PCR amplification, using TruSeq Sample Prep PCR Kit
and guidelines from Illumina. After AMPure purification, a final step of size selection was then performed on
the libraries to remove the remaining adapters, using the
E-Gel system again.
Library profiles were controlled on a BioAnalyzer
High Sensitivity chip. Finally, quantities of usable material for each of the six libraries were estimated by qPCR
(KAPA Library Quantification Kit–Illumina Genome
Analyzer-SYBR Fast Universal) and then normalized and
pooled. The quality of the pool was then checked using
qPCR and immediately followed by sequencing on the
HiSeq2000 platform (Plateforme Genomique - Genopole
Toulouse Midi-Pyrenees), using TruSeq PE Cluster Kit
v3 (2 9 100 pb) and TruSeq SBS Kit v3.

Assembling contigs and SNP detection
Large contigs are required to perform accurate alignments to a related genome. In the case of the white-eye,
the divergence time to the zebra finch is estimated to be
40 million years (Barker et al. 2004), which prevents the
use of short-read alignment tools such as BWA (Li &
Durbin 2009). Therefore, we used a pipeline aimed at
assembling large contigs (300–500 bp), using information
from both paired-end reads. First ustacks (version
0.9995) and then cstacks (Catchen et al. 2011) were used
to group reads immediately flanking restriction sites
(reads 1) for each of the six libraries, allowing up to 3
mismatches between stacks (ustacks options: -m 4 -M 3).
Loci not found in at least 5 of the 6 libraries were discarded. Both reads 1 and reads 2 were aligned with
BWA (version 0.7.0) on this catalogue of stack, forcing
the alignment of the second read by using a custom
python script (RAD_assign_reads_to_consensus.py, all
scripts available at the address https://github.com/tcezard/RADmapper). The resulting .bam file was then
translated into several .fastq files, each corresponding to

one stack, using another python script (RAD_bam_to_
fastq.py). For each locus, a consensus of reads 2 was then
assembled with the consensus of reads 1, using a third
python script (RAD_assemble_read2.py) making use of
the IDBA_UD assembler (Peng et al. 2012; version 1.0.9),
which is a fast assembler originally designed for singlecell assembly, not relying upon an even coverage and
using several k-mer lengths. Reads 1 and reads 2 consensuses were merged into a single contig with EMBOSS
(version 6.4.0.0) merger (Rice et al. 2000). Consensuses
that did not overlap were forced into one contig by adding ten ambiguous bases (‘N’) between them. Contigs
with the best assembly score were then extracted and
used as a reference for mapping back reads and eliminating PCR duplicates with SAMTOOLS (Li et al. 2009, version 0.1.19). Options for the java script MarkDuplicates
were as follows: VALIDATION_STRINGENCY=LENIE
NT,
MAX_FILE_HANDLES_FOR_READ_ENDS_MA
P=100, CREATE_INDEX=true, AS=true.
The mpileup2sync.jar java script (version 1.201) from
POPOOLATION2 (Kofler et al. 2011b) was used to construct files with allele counts (synchronized ‘pileup’ files)
with the following options: –fastq-type sanger –min-qual
20 –threads 8. To call biallelic SNPs, we applied a standard quality threshold of 20 (corresponding to an error
probability of less than 1%), a global minimum allele
count (MAC) of 2 or 3, a minimum sequencing depth of
109 or 209 by library (609 or 1209 overall) and a maximum depth of 5009.
We checked that contigs did not contain an excess of
SNPs because poor assembly and bad alignment of the
reads can lead to a heterogeneous distribution of SNPs
over contigs. Finally, we further assessed whether those
SNPs could be due to massive sequencing errors by testing whether the same SNPs could be found in multiple
libraries and in the two replicates from each locality. We
performed SNPs calling by applying a MAC of three and
a minimal sequencing depth of 209.

LASTZ alignment
We assessed the quality of contig assembly by testing
whether the contigs that were obtained could be mapped
easily onto the zebra finch genome. To this end, all the
contigs assembled from paired-end reads were aligned
against the zebra finch genome (version July 2008,
assembly WUGSC v.3.2.4). Alignment was performed
using LASTZ (Harris 2007), an improved version of
BLASTZ (Schwartz et al. 2003) using default parameters,
except for ‘ambiguous=n’ and ydrop=7000, mainly to
allow large gaps (up to 220 bp) inside contigs because
consensuses from paired reads sometimes did not
overlap. A minimum identity of 60% and coverage of
70% were required.

© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Distribution of contigs across chromosomes

Table 2 Counts of contigs mapped onto the zebra finch genome. Repartition of double hits and unique hits onto the zebra
finch genome are detailed
Category of hits

Count

Percentage

Total
Mapping onto zebra finch
More than two hits
Total of double hits
Double hits with one single
hit on unknown chromosome
Total of unique hits
Known position
Known chromosome (random)
Unknown chromosome

606
523
37
87
60

725
744
113
838
539

100
86.32
6.12
14.48
9.98

398 793
386 841
9521
2431

65.73
63.76
1.57
0.40

© 2013 John Wiley & Sons Ltd

SNP calling
The number of reads that qualified as PCR duplicates
accounted for less than 23.0% of the whole data set, a
figure that remains low compared to some other RADsequencing studies (M. Gautier, personal communication). This is probably due to the fact that we used
relatively large amounts of genomic DNA (~3 lg) and
performed no more than 12 amplification cycles. Also,
we used several stringency criteria to call SNPs (Table 3).
Using a MAC of three and a minimum sequencing depth
of 209 in each library after quality and duplicate filtering, we were able to identify 133 958 SNPs. Of these,
81 246 SNPs (60.7%) could be mapped unambiguously,
which is consistent with the proportion of contigs with a
unique hit at a known position (63.8%) on the zebra finch
genome.
Minor allele frequencies (MAF) for the whole data set
were mainly below 0.2, with a mean frequency of 0.103
(SD: 0.116) when using the most stringent conditions
for SNP calling. Reducing sequencing depth to at least
109 per library did not drastically change the MAF
distribution (mean frequency: 0.114, SD: 0.118). When

Number of contigs

More than 154 million usable paired reads (2 9 100 bp)
were generated from the six libraries using only one Illumina HiSeq2000 lane, with a mean sequencing depth of
279 per library at the end defined by the restriction site
(SD between libraries = 2.83). From these reads, we generated a total of 606 725 contigs, 99% ranging in size
from 101 to 612 bp (mean= 396 bp, median = 384 bp;
number of contigs larger than 100 bp = 592 712; number
of contigs larger than 300 bp = 582 193; N50 = 402 bp).
Eighty-six per cent of these contigs could be mapped to
the zebra finch genome (Table 2). After excluding all
sites associated with a chromosome but with no known
position (‘random’ chromosomes) and nonmapped
repetitive sequences (‘Unknown’ chromosome), we
found that 398 793 contigs were unique hits, and 386 841
(63.8% of all contigs) could be positioned unambiguously. A fraction of the contigs (14.5%) mapped to only
two distinct locations in the zebra finch genome. Nearly
two-thirds of these contigs mapped onto a known chromosome and also onto the ‘Unknown’ chromosome, suggesting a possible location in repetitive regions.
Having started with a relatively low-identity requirement (60.0%), we finally obtained a large set of contigs
unambiguously aligned displaying between 80.0 and
100.0% identity (mean: 89.9%; SD: 3.5%) with the corresponding zebra finch sequence. In birds, substitution
rates in autosomes have been estimated at 3.6 9 10 9
substitution per year per site (Axelsson et al. 2004). Using
a divergence time of ca. 40 MYA (Barker et al. 2004), we
would expect a sequence divergence of 14.0% between
zebra finch and Zosterops, a figure that is consistent with
our data.

We observed a strong correlation between chromosome
size and the number of contigs mapped unambiguously
(Fig. 1, R² = 0.987, P-value <0.0001). We did not observe
any obvious outliers and were able to map contigs even
on the smallest assembled chromosomes, such as chromosomes 16 or 1B. This indicates that contigs and associated SNPs were evenly distributed across the white-eye
genome.

10 000 20 000 30 000 40 000 50 000 60 000

Mapping of reads on a related genome

0

Results

–2

–1

0

1

2

log10 (Chromosome size in Mb)

Fig. 1 Correlation between chromosome size and number of
unambiguous contig hits.
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considering each library, no obvious differences in MAF
distributions could be observed between replicates from
the same locality (Fig. 2a). Differences in allele frequencies were low (means of 0.061, 0.067 and 0.066 for ‘Bois
Ozoux’, ‘Tevelave’ and ‘Pas De Bellecombe’ libraries,
respectively) and in the range of sampling noise
(Fig. 2b). A total of 118 683 (89%) SNPs were found in a
minimum of two libraries (Table 4), and most loci found

to be polymorphic in a given replicate were also polymorphic in the other replicate from the same locality. On
average, each polymorphic contig contained 2 SNPs
(Fig. 3; median = 1, SD = 2.36), even when considering SNPs sampled at a lower depth (mean = 2.54,
median = 2, SD = 2.72). This further suggests that contigs were correctly assembled and that multiple SNPs on
contigs were not due to poor alignment, but rather to
contig length.

Table 3 Number of SNPs called following several stringency
criteria

Discussion
Minimal sequencing depth by library

MAC

All SNPs
109
209
SNPs at a known position
109
209

2
397 969
163 086

3
327 705
133 958

244 384
99 821

199 955
81 246

MAC, minimum allele count required to call a SNP.

There has been an increasing interest in the use of nextgeneration sequencing to address evolutionary questions
in nonmodel species (Davey et al. 2011). However, the
lack of a reference genome, the costs associated with the
sequencing of many individuals and the need to
compare homologous sequences across individuals have
remained limiting when trying, for example, to associate
SNPs to genes and traits of interest.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Distribution of minimum allele frequencies (MAF) for each library used in this study, grouped by population (a). Changes in
allele frequencies between libraries from the same population are also plotted (b). PDB: Pas de Bellecombe.
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Table 4 Comparison of allele frequencies and count of shared polymorphisms in two replicates for each of the three populations.
Estimates are based on SNPs obtained using a minimum sequencing depth of 209 and a MAC of 3

Population

Mean difference
in allele
frequencies

Median difference in
allele frequencies

Standard
deviation

Number of SNPs
polymorphic in
one library

Number of SNPs polymorphic
in both libraries

Bois Ozoux
Tevelave
PDB

0.061
0.067
0.066

0.036
0.043
0.036

0.076
0.076
0.083

95 404
105 852
95 090

65 504
72 727
66 726

Our HiSeq2000-based RAD sequencing protocol, by
making use of the very large and cost-efficient production of paired-end sequences for pools of individuals,
has enabled us to build a very large number of 300–
500-bp contigs that could be mapped unambiguously
onto the zebra finch genome. This led to the discovery of
more than one hundred thousand SNPs across 137
individuals sampled in three relatively close localities,
separated by less than 35 km.
Through our experiment, we also confirm the usefulness of the RAD sequencing approach to identify the
genomic position of markers in passerine birds, even
when dealing with nonmodel species. This had been previously suggested by van Bers et al. (2010) in their study
of the great tit (Parus major). However, comparing their
results to ours, we note that we detected six times more
SNPs and were able to map nearly 20 times more SNPs
to unique locations distributed over the zebra finch
genome. This was mostly due to the fact that we
obtained many more contigs and that a much larger proportion of these contigs were greater than 100 bp (3.5%

(a)
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(b)

versus 97.7%). Thus, our approach based on pooled
DNA samples, which keeps the cost of library construction and adapter preparation to a minimum, and
HiSeq2000 technology provides a cost-effective strategy
for SNP detection and mapping in a passerine bird species for which a sequenced genome is currently lacking.
While haplotype information is obviously not available, DNA pools produce a high number of informative
SNPs that are ideal for characterizing variation in population samples or can subsequently be assayed in further
experiments. Because synteny is remarkably conserved
in birds (Derjusheva et al. 2004; Griffin et al. 2008), a
large number of these SNPs can be readily identified as
orthologous of known genes in the zebra finch genome,
providing unprecedented opportunities to describe the
molecular background of nonmodel passerine birds.
Depending on the pooling strategy, the approach provides a wide range of applications that will enable
students in ecology and evolution to have access to
genome-wide allele frequency estimates, to compare
patterns of differentiation on a genomic scale, to

Fig. 3 Distribution of the number of
SNPs per polymorphic contig for a
sequencing depth of 109 and a minimum
allele count (MAC) of 2 (a) and for a
sequencing depth of 209 and a MAC of 3
(b).
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characterize the demographic history of differentiated
populations and detect selective sweeps, or even to
investigate the genetic basis of ecologically significant
traits using genome-wide association mapping (e.g. Boitard et al. 2012; Rubin et al. 2010; Willing et al. 2011; Kofler et al. 2011a; Futschik & Schl€
otterer 2010; Zhu et al.
2012; Gautier et al. 2013). This may pave the way to other
approaches based on genotyping by sequencing that will
then allow to get individual genotypes and to characterize molecularly precise variants within a population (see
e.g. Garroway et al. 2013; Hagen et al. 2013).
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